
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
August 16, 2010 
 
 
 
Ms. Brandi Allen 
Conferences and Education Director 
Alliance for Innovation 
Via email: ballen@transformgov.org 
 
Dear Ms. Allen: 
 
 I’m pleased to offer The Alliance for Innovation a case study proposal for your 2011 annual conference.  
 
 Redwood City is (and has been for some years) engaged in a number of advanced programs in the field of 
community building and civic engagement. As we move forward, our programs continue to evolve, and we add 
new concepts to carry out our Core Purpose: Build a Great Community Together. We propose to offer a case 
study of our community building path, culminating with our adoption of a new geographic-based neighborhood 
social network.  
 
 Enclosed for your consideration are the required cover sheet, synopsis of our program, and overview of the 
Presentation Components. We believe our case study meets the criteria for an interesting combination of your 
categories, “Collaboration and Partnerships” and “Public Involvement,” and may also fit in your “Solutions 
Sessions.” Of course you are the best judge of where this case study should be placed if accepted.   
 
 Please contact Malcolm Smith of my office for any further details. We look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Peter Ingram 
City Manager 
 
Attachments:  Proposal Cover Sheet 
  Synopsis of Program 
  Presentation Components

 
Mayor Jeff Ira 
Vice Mayor Alicia C. Aguirre 
 
Council Members 
Ian Bain 
Jeffrey Gee 
Rosanne Foust 
Barbara Pierce 
John D. Seybert 

City Hall 
1017 Middlefield Road 

Redwood City, CA 94063 
Voice (650) 780-7220 

Fax (650) 261-9102 
mail@redwoodcity.org 
www.redwoodcity.org 
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Cover Sheet 
 

• Case Study Title: 
o “Building Community – Neighbor to Neighbor” 

 
• Jurisdiction Name: 

o City of Redwood City  
 

• City/County Manager: 
o Peter Ingram, City Manager 
o Magda González, Deputy City Manager  

 
• Project Leader: 

o Malcolm Smith 
 

• Title: 
o Public Communications Manager 

 
• Phone Number 

o 650-780-7305 
 

• Email 
o malcolm.smith@redwoodcity.org  

 
• US Mail Address: 

o City Hall, 1017 Middlefield Road 
Redwood City, CA 94063 
 

• Presenting Team Members:  
o Malcolm Smith (contact information above) 
o Magda González, Deputy City Manager 

650-780-7302, mgonzalez@redwoodcity.org  
o Ed Everett, GoGoVerde 

650-216-6595 
o Justine Fenwick, GoGoVerde 

650-961-2794 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Synopsis 
 
Redwood City’s adopted core purpose, “Build a Great Community Together” means that we work to be more 
than just a well-run city – we’re dedicated to working in partnership with the people who live and work here to 
create a stronger community, from our streets and blocks to our neighborhoods and the entire community.  
 
Getting our citizens engaged and involved with the city – and more importantly with each other – is a key 
desired outcome of all of our community building activities. Studies show that “social capital” (that is, joining 
groups, gathering with neighbors, volunteering, getting involved in community issues or special interests) is on 
the decline nationwide. Those communities exhibiting higher levels of social capital also experience higher 
levels of health, safety, and education among other attributes.  
 
Therefore, our intent with “Building Community – Neighbor to Neighbor” is to increase social capital by helping 
neighbors get involved with neighbors (and with the city itself), and find and develop their own creative ways to 
build community together. 
 
And, not incidentally, as we continue to struggle with a slow economy and shrinking budgets, it becomes ever-
more important to bring people together and foster volunteerism and civic involvement at the neighborhood 
level - helping people to get to know and help one another. 
 
Our series of programs over the last nine years has resulted in a great increase in social capital/civic 
engagement in Redwood City. We have reached thousands of people with these programs, activities, and 
messaging, including nearly 600 who are identified as Community Builders, Neighborhood Liaisons, or 
graduates of our citizens academy. According to our most recent (2008) neighborhood survey, 59% of 
residents surveyed reported feeling a "very strong" (22%) or "somewhat strong" (37%) sense of community - 
most often derived from friends living locally, their neighborhood and neighbors, and community programs and 
activities.  
 
Our community building programs have included: 
 

• Partnership Academy for Community Teamwork (PACT citizens academy) 
• Community Builders Speakers Series 
• Neighborhood Liaison Program 
• Redwood City Verde/Environmental Initiatives 
• Redwood City E-News 
• World Café events 
• Community Improvement Grant Program 
• Partnership with Peninsula Conflict Resolution Center 
• In-house training on community building/outreach 
• Infusing all departments’ outreach efforts with community building techniques 
• True civic engagement on all significant issues from developing the downtown to using recycled water 

 
And, we’re very excited about our latest community building partnership, which is the focus of our case study: 
the GoGoVerde Neighborhood Network. 
 
GoGoVerde (GGV) is a neighborhood-based community building/social networking website, designed for 
neighbors to communicate and get engaged with other neighbors. They share information, make offers and 
requests for items and services, have online discussions, calendar and share events, ask/answer questions, 
and make recommendations on any variety of topics of interest to that neighborhood. It's geographically based, 
in order to provide an easy way for people in specific neighborhoods to connect with each other. 
 
In doing any of the above, neighbors will get to know their other neighbors - and that is the foundation for 
building community. 
 



This is a wonderful tool for Redwood City, and it greatly complements our other community building 
activities/civic engagement efforts. To date, two of our 11 Neighborhood Associations are activated with a GGV 
website as a pilot program, with nearly 150 neighborhood households involved so far. 
 
This is just the beginning. The goal is to have many, many neighborhoods within our large Neighborhood 
Associations active on their GGV pages, so that these kinds of “neighbor-to-neighbor” connections will multiply. 
Redwood City is also a member of each of the local GGV websites and uses them to inform residents of 
important events (such as land use issues, local roadwork, neighborhood watch information, disaster 
preparedness training, budget hearings, and a host of other information that can be put on neighborhood 
websites that are used daily). 
 
There is no cost to the neighbors or to the city for the GGV web pages (during the beta test; ultimately they 
expect to charge a small fee to cities) so the city is getting an increasing amount of civic engagement and 
social capital, at no cost, while the residents get the benefit of a dynamic local online network of their 
neighbors, for free. The primary source of revenue will come from local business which can sponsor one or 
more neighborhood websites through small sidebar ads.  A portion of the revenue generated will be shared 
with the neighborhood, and they can use it as they deem appropriate. 
 
The use of GGV’s web platform is an innovative and novel aspect of Redwood City’s efforts and focus on 
community building, which must start at the block and neighborhood level. Since national surveys show that 
most residents only know about half of their neighbors, GGV presents an ideal solution by providing a robust 
social/practical network for Redwood City to achieve its focus on community building. Redwood City is the beta 
test site for this new start-up company. 
 
GGV can best be described as a Facebook, Craigslist, Ebay, Angie’s List, Yelp, Ning, and Yahoo/Google 
Groups all rolled into one geographic–based website specifically developed for local neighborhoods. It is a 
“virtual front porch” that helps residents meet their neighbors while they are going about their normal, everyday 
chores and activities. GGV is an interactive neighborhood website moderated and run by the neighborhood 
without the need for city resources or staff. 
 
The most significant obstacle we’ve encountered has been getting residents to take that first step and sign-on 
to the website (especially homeowners/renters older than 35 or 40 who don’t use social networks as their 
default communications). We’ve already learned that GGV won’t “go viral;” rather, it will engender a more 
gradual, but continual, growth as people use it and become hooked.  
 
After only a month of actual operation and with minimal marketing and no real use of city staff time, our two 
focus neighborhoods already have over 120 households signed up and active.  
 
Here are some real-life examples of the use of the program so far, which illustrate the purpose and use of 
GGV:  

1. One person posted a request on GGV to borrow a chain saw to cut some trees. A neighbor saw this 
request and loaned him his chain saw – these two neighbors had never met before. Then the first 
neighbor cut up the trees and posted an offer on GGV for free firewood, and thereby met another 
neighbor – whom he had never met before – who wanted the wood.  

2. A woman used GGV seeking a recommendation for a plumber, as she had a leak in her backyard. A 
neighbor from around the corner – whom she had never before met – offered to come by to investigate, 
and he ended up fixing her leaking irrigation system.  

3. One person posted to GGV asking for a recommendation for a painter, and several neighbors 
responded with names - again new neighbors met each other.  

4. One person set up a GGV survey to ask neighbors what they felt about a traffic circle at a particular 
intersection. Various neighbors weighed in and had a discussion about the pro and cons and what a 
traffic circle can do. They then used the discussion results to inform the city about their concerns and 
discussion results.  

 
Redwood City already sees the need to expand the GGV neighborhood websites to enhance communication 



among residents and between residents and the city. We will be working with GGV to develop a more robust 
civic engagement module and a CERT (Community Emergency Response Team) module.  
 
As part of the beta test, Redwood City decided to focus on two of our 11 large neighborhood associations. But, 
as word got out about GGV, we have actually set up GGV websites for all of our neighborhood associations, 
while still focusing our efforts on our two largest ones, so that anyone from any area of the city can join “their” 
neighborhood page. 
 
Presentation Components 
 
1. Innovation/Creativity 
GGV improves the community, and thereby the city itself. Redwood City has had a focus on building 
community and civic engagement for the last nine years, but we never had a web tool that we felt was helpful 
in building community. We have been approached by a number of other developers with their tools; however, 
GGV’s interactive neighborhood website, its simplicity, easy navigation, logical tools, and zero cost put it above 
the others. 
  
Technologically, GGV simply uses the web to connect people, utilizing concepts already evolved by Facebook, 
Ebay, Craigslist, Angie’s List, Ning, Yelp, and others. However most of these websites are single-function sites. 
For example, most people use Facebook for social interactions, Ebay and Craigslist to buy, sell, or rent, 
Angie’s List for recommendations, etc. GGV does two things differently: it combines all of those functions in 
one simple website; and it does so within a local neighborhood so neighbors actually meet neighbors when 
they buy, sell, rent, recommend, discuss, etc. Because it’s geographically based, and on a small, 
neighborhood scale, GGV provides a great opportunity for extending the virtual online meeting to a real face-
to-face connection – again, part of the essence of community building, and one which the big social networks 
cannot readily achieve. 
 
Redwood City is working directly with GGV, a start-up company which was brought to our attention by our 
recently retired city manager, Ed Everett, who initially led Redwood City in its community building focus. He is 
now working with and assisting GGV. The GGV website is www.GoGoVerde.com, and Ed can be contacted at 
everetted@comcast.net or 650-216-6595. 
 
2. Outcomes Achieved 
Redwood City has, for some years, identified building community as a major focus, and understands that their 
most important infrastructure is the community itself - not necessarily the physical infrastructure. That effort has 
been endorsed by the citizens and by the City Council, and Redwood City has continued to be a leader in this 
important area. GGV is becoming an important tool which we’ll use to further this philosophy by providing a 
mechanism that lets neighbors meet neighbors around everyday activities and transactions. Citizens can enjoy 
participating with their neighbors on the GGV website, thus meeting their neighbors in a non-threatening way, 
and follow up with face-to-face meetings, if they so desire. 
 
We too often think of service delivery as something the city does for residents. Redwood City has been 
thinking differently, widening our focus to include residents helping residents and neighbors helping neighbors. 
GGV really allows that to happen without putting further strain on the city and staff. In the “new normal” of 
today’s budget constraints, cities can no longer pretend they can solve all the problems. Residents must shift 
from being customers, to being more participatory citizens. GGV is already helping in that process, by offering 
neighbors this easy way to join together, and start to work toward resolving their own neighborhood issues.  
 
GGV improves the two-way communication between neighbors and the city, which is crucial to community 
building. With GGV, the city and residents can more easily connect around issues such as neighborhood watch 
programs, disaster preparation training, and neighborhood workshops, or about upcoming roadwork, events, 
budget meetings, other community issues…the list of helpful two-way communication between citizens and the 
city via this tool is endless. And, GGV gives neighbors the opportunity to interact on critical issues among 
themselves, to fully digest issues and come to local consensus, then speak to the city in a unified voice. This 
enhances overall communication and problem solving (and since the city is a member of each website, its 
representatives can also choose to participate early-on in such discussions).  



 
As previously stated, when social capital/community engagement increases, a community’s physical and 
mental health, safety, and education are improved – and that is the goal. A great community causes citizens to 
feel connected to the city and hence feel more responsible and accountable for their quality of life, unlike 
“customers” who feel that it is others who are responsible their well being.  
 
3. Applicable Results and Real World Practicality 
Through our presentation of this case study, we will inform other cities about the variety of tools we have used 
over the last near-decade to accomplish our high-degree of community building, including our latest tool, GGV. 
We’ll explain how they can get their neighborhoods up and running on the GGV website, and offer other tips 
and techniques for our many other community building tools. Since we are currently testing and evaluating 
different marketing/outreach techniques to get people to join their neighborhood website, we can share those 
results as well.  We look forward to sharing how GGV helped move residents from being customers to 
becoming citizens.   
 
By the time of the June, 2011 presentation, the city and GGV will have developed disaster preparedness and 
civic engagement modules for GGV, along with a mobile phone application, thus increasing the value of this 
package and presentation to cities and communities. 
 
GGV is completely applicable to all local governments, large or small, if they are interested in building 
community and getting their neighbors to know and help one another.   
 
Since Redwood City is GGV’s beta test site, we will be able to share what has succeeded and what has failed 
in getting neighbors to sign up and use the website. We will share the new applications we developed with 
GGV, and we can share stories (sometimes the most important thing to share) of neighbors helping neighbors 
through the use of GGV.   
 
Of course, measuring the performance of community building activities is tricky, at best. In the past, Redwood 
City has been able to obtain data on this issue through our bi-annual surveys, but unfortunately due to budget 
cuts these surveys have been discontinued until the revenue picture improves. GGV will begin to collect data 
such as the number of weekly postings in each neighborhood website as one measure of the use and value of 
the sites to neighbors, and will also collect other information that will help illustrate how neighbors are using the 
site. 
 
4. Case Study Presentation 
Our presentation will involve three-to-five presenters, and will include some PowerPoint, handouts, and live 
demonstration/interactive exercise. We would like wireless online access. We’ll likely want to set up four or five 
large round tables, with 8 – 10 participants seated at each. We expect to bring a laptop for each table, and 
other tools and materials to provide a strong interactive component.  We may arrange it so that each table is 
representative of a neighborhood within a city, or some variation of that. 


